The UEFA Career Transition Programme (UEFA CTP) is a unique vocational programme for players who are either reaching the end of their playing career or have recently retired and need to plan for their professional future.

The programme features talent tests, self-assessments, interviews, case studies and role play to help you analyse your strengths and personality. UEFA experts will present a variety of professional openings and share their insights and knowledge in a series of interactive presentations.

As a highlight of the course, former professional players will share inspiring stories about how they successfully managed their own career transition.

At the end of the programme, you will carry out an engaging case study featuring real-life situations so that you can narrow the field. UEFA experts will also help you identify the next step and draw up a career action plan.
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Nottingham Forest (England)
Left Defender

Servette FC (Switzerland)
Defender

France National team (20 caps)

Gaëtan Bong
25.04.1988

Cameroon National team (16 caps)

Legia Warsaw - 2018 (Poland)
Forward

Croatia National team (64 caps)

Eduardo da Silva
25.02.1983

Real Oviedo (Spain)
Central Defender

Switzerland U21 National team (4 caps)

Ricardo Faty
04.08.1986

Reggina (Italy)
Midfielder

Senegal National team (3 caps)
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12.12.1988

Real Oviedo (Spain)
Central Defender

Switzerland U21 National team (4 caps)
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UEFA
Women’s football assistant

Servette FC Chênois (Switzerland)
Midfielder

Canada National team (4 caps)
Anthony Le Tallec
03.10.1984
FC Annecy (France)
Forward
France U21 National team (4 caps)
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30.03.1986
Leixões (Portugal)
Midfielder
Portugal National team (6 caps)

Lenie Onzia
30.05.1989
OH Leuven (Belgium)
Midfielder
Belgium National team (45)

Marcos Pinheiro Pizzelli
03.10.1984
FC Aktobe - 2020 (Kazakhstan)
Midfielder
Armenia National team (65 caps)
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10.03.1988
Sevilla FC (Spain)
Midfielder
Croatia National team (106 caps)
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18.01.1984
Ionikos (Greece)
Midfielder
Togo National team (69 caps)
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08.11.1989  
OGC Nice (France)  
Midfielder  
France National team (15 caps)

Adrien Thomasson  
10.12.1993  
RC Strasbourg (France)  
Midfielder
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16.07.1985  
Le Mans FC (France)  
Defender  
France U21 National team (1 cap)

Jan Vertonghen  
24.04.1987  
Benfica (Portugal)  
Defender  
Belgium National team (131 caps)